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Background 
Student affordability is an important strategic priority for post-secondary institutions and stakeholder 

groups globally, including Canadian students and research libraries. Open educational resources (OER) 

are a recognized mechanism for reducing student costs.  In the U.S., the open education movement has 1

gained substantial traction at the state level, and has resulted in the federal government committing to 

$5M in OER creation grants two years running. In Canada, the creation of eCampusOntario and 

BCcampus, two government-funded technology-enabled learning non-profits, highlights how provincial 

governments are supporting 21st century learning by supporting the use of digital and open pedagogies, 

technology-enhanced classrooms, and student-centred eLearning models. These non-profit 

organizations also work closely with student governments and groups that advocate for the use of 

collaborative and affordable learning models in higher education.  OER, and the open educational 

practices they support, fit firmly within this framework of incorporating enhanced teaching and learning 

initiatives in the Canadian university. In its December 2017 report, the Canadian federal government’s 

Standing Committee on Finance included a recommendation to provide funding to encourage the 

creation of OER.  Earlier this year, the Canadian Alliance of Student Associations reiterated this request 2

by way of their submission to the statutory review of the Copyright Act.  It is therefore timely for CARL 3

to consider how best to assist its members in advancing collective action on the creation, adoption, 

knowledge of, and infrastructure for OER. CARL can also provide assistance to library directors in 

positioning their libraries to participate in campus OER discussions and strategic plans. Libraries possess 

critical content, copyright, open access, and preservation expertise that is much needed by our 

campuses in OER activities. 

In addition to establishing academic libraries in an area of established growth and institutional 

importance, it is also worth noting that the evolution of learning materials into open and adaptable 

resources is in direct alignment with CARL’s commitment to openness within publishing and scholarship 

1 The ACRL Research Planning and Review Committee included “OER and textbook affordability” as one of its top 
areas in their “2018 top trends in academic libraries” ( College & Research Library News Vol 79, No 6) 
https://crln.acrl.org/index.php/crlnews/article/view/17001/18750  

2 Recommendation 19 from this report: “Support a pilot grant through the Social Sciences and Humanities Research 
Council of Canada, the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada and the Canadian Institutes 
of Health Research that would provide students and faculty with an incentive to develop open educational resources” 
 http://www.ourcommons.ca/Content/Committee/421/FINA/Reports/RP9312006/finarp21/finarp21-e.pdf (p.46) 

3 “That the Tri-Agencies create a pilot grant program, at an estimated $8 million, to support the development and 
distribution of OERs.” 
http://www.ourcommons.ca/Content/Committee/421/FINA/Brief/BR9073510/br-external/CanadianAllianceOfStudentA
ssociations-e.pdf  
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as expressed within its Scholarly Communication Roadmap goals . Education and promotion of OER are 4

excellent avenues for furthering institutional conversations about open access and for deepening 

stakeholder understanding of “open.” Furthermore, OER offers an excellent opportunity for libraries to 

engage and grow their publishing activities.  5

The CARL program of activities described in this proposal builds on a number of discussions and 

presentations within CARL, as well as consultation with representatives from the OER library community, 

and  OER stakeholders in Canada and beyond. This proposal builds on two previous iterations of this 

document, both developed in 2017-2018 by Joy Kirchner and Lise Brin on behalf of the Advancing 

Research Committee. There was substantial CARL support for hosting a one-day meeting of OER library 

leaders in Canada, an activity proposed in the second iteration of this proposal. This meeting took place 

on August 22, 2018 , and the current document reflects the recommendations from the group 6

assembled for this working meeting. 

An important first step is to develop a robust training program for institutional partners that also aligns 

with CARL’s Advancing Research priorities. Outlined below is an incremental approach for discussion by 

the CARL Advancing Research committee, and by the CARL Board. 

Goals of this Proposal 
The activities described in this proposal are meant to contribute to the following high-level goals (more 

granular goals will be identified for the individual initiatives): 

● Support and provision CARL libraries to establish their role in open education and OER efforts at

their institutions.

● Bolster the overall capacity for research library involvement in OER at the institutional, regional,

and national level

● Unite and strengthen the national community of practice for librarians involved in OER in

Canada;

● Identify and develop leadership skills within the librarian OER community;

● Create a distributed model and program for foundational training in OER for librarians across

Canada who are not yet familiar with key aspects and benefits of OER;

● Establish CARL as a hub for national communication and advocacy around OER across libraries

with the potential to coalesce expertise to the benefit of all.

4 “1) Increase awareness and engage stakeholders about the benefits of open access and the need for change; 2) 
Promote and accelerate the adoption of open science policies; 3) Lower the economic barriers to the creation and 
dissemination of academic publications these all align strongly with OER - especially 1. in the sense that education 
about open access in general is heightened by an inclusion of all faculty outputs” 
 http://www.carl-abrc.ca/wp-content/uploads/2017/03/CARL_ScholComm_Roadmap_EN.pdf 

5 See https://quod.lib.umich.edu/j/jep/3336451.0017.207?view=text;rgn=main and 
http://wiki.lib.sun.ac.za/images/1/1e/2015-acrl-libraries-as-publishers.pdf#page=190 

6 The meeting was attended by: Joy Kirchner, Lise Brin, Nicole Allen (SPARC), Dianne Cmor (Concordia), Inba 
Kehoe (Victoria), Maude Laplante-Dubé (Laval), Ann Ludbrook (Ryerson), Hope Power (SFU), Stephanie Quail 
(York), Lillian Rigling (eCampusOntario), Ali Versluis (Guelph), Amanda Wakaruk (Alberta) 
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● Ensure materials developed through this partnership are openly licensed to allow others to 

reuse and build on the work 

 

 

Structure 
Work in this area will be undertaken by a newly formed group – the OER Working Group – which will 

work closely with the new CARL Visiting Program Officer for OER. 

 

OER Working Group  

● Reporting to the Advancing Research Committee (ARC), this group of no more than 12 

individuals will be made up of members of the academic librarian community with expertise in 

OER, OER advocacy, and capacity  building. One ARC member will serve as chair (or co-chair) of 

this working group. Additional individuals may be invited to join the group in ex-officio positions 

to offer expertise and connect CARL’s work to that being done by leading stakeholder groups 

(e.g. eCampusOntario, BCcampus, SPARC.)  

● Membership selection will favour prior engagement, regional representation, and diversity of 

related experience and expertise. 

● The group will offer experienced insight to ensure ongoing relevance of CARL’s OER activities, 

and towards creating high-quality opportunities for librarians to develop capacity and leadership 

skills in OER. 

● This working group may create sub-groups as needed for specific activities or projects. 

● Responsibilities of this group will include but not be limited to: communication with CARL’s 

Advancing Research Committee, reviewing all materials put forth by the sub-groups of this 

working group, developing processes and selection criteria for Bootcamp, Roadshow, etc. 

seeking out and selecting facilitators and participants for Bootcamp and Roadshow, planning 

and delivering activities such as the Bootcamp and Roadshow.  

●  See Appendix 2 - Draft Terms of Reference 

 

CARL Visiting Program Officer for OER 

● A Canadian research librarian with expertise in OER will join CARL as Visiting Program Officer 

(VPO) for one year, one day per week, as a partial secondment from their home institution.  

● In collaboration with CARL’s full-time Program Officer supporting Advancing Research 

Committee initiatives, this role will lead CARL’s key OER-related initiatives, with support and 

collaboration from the OER Working Group. 

● Responsibilities of the Visiting Program Officer will include but not be limited to: overall project 

management and coordination of work for the OER Working Group, content development for 

the Bootcamp, Roadshow and communication materials described in the Key Activities below 

● One year term 

● See Appendix 1 - Description of VPO Role 
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Key Activities 
The following activities are those to be done in the first 12-18 months of CARL’s OER program. However, 

these are expected to be followed by additional initiatives (developed iteratively and building on the 

activities described in this proposal) towards continuing to build and support academic library 

contributions within OER. 

 

 

1. Communications strategy for CARL related to OER 
 

DESCRIPTION:  

A key aspect of asserting CARL’s support for and engagement with OER will be to develop a 

comprehensive communications strategy that will likely include: updates to CARL’s website content, a 

CARL statement on OER, an initiative to mark Open Education Week in March 2019 and 2020, promotion 

of Bootcamp and Roadshow activities, talking points for librarians and library directors for engagement 

with various stakeholder groups, links to useful existing evidence and reports, and educational and 

advocacy materials specific to the Canadian context. 

 
RESPONSIBILITY: 

The VPO, with support from the OER Working Group and in collaboration with CARL, will develop this 

strategy for approval by the Advancing Research Committee and the CARL Board. This strategy will 

identify who will be responsible for each aspect of this communications strategy. Some materials may be 

developed by the VPO in collaboration with CARL staff and a subset of the OER Working Group while 

others may be developed as capstone projects by Bootcamp participants. 

 
TIMELINE: 
A timeline for developing and distributing the various components of this communication strategy will 

be developed by the OER Working Group. 

 

 

2. OER Community Jumpstart Meeting 
 

DESCRIPTION:  

A half-day meeting will be organized in early 2019 around a conference at which OER librarians are likely 

to be well represented. This meeting will seek to identify and assemble the larger OER librarian 

community, to present to them the concept of the OER Bootcamp (for which they will be the target 

audience) and to identify them to each other as this cohort. Virtual attendance (via Zoom) will also be 

enabled to ensure that those who are not able to attend can be included in this community-building 

event. This (mostly) in-person event will be a crucial part to launching a communication strategy within 

the existing OER librarian community, and to setting up participation in the preparatory modules that 

will precede the Bootcamp. 
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RESPONSIBILITY: 

Since the OER Working Group may not be formed in time to lead this event, CARL’s full-time Program 

Officer responsible for Advancing Research Committee initiatives will lead this effort, with support from 

the ad-hoc group of librarians who attended the August 22 York University meeting. 

 
TIMELINE: 
Late January 2019, timed around OLA Superconference 

 

 

3. OER Mini-Forum for CARL Directors: The Library’s Stake in the OER Imperative 
 

DESCRIPTION:  

A two-hour session in conjunction with a CARL general meeting. 

 
RESPONSIBILITY: 

Following on a shorter OER introductory session on OER to be held at the CARL Fall General Meeting in 

2018, this session will be developed and coordinated by members of the Working Group in collaboration 

with CARL’s full-time Program Officer responsible for Advancing Research Committee initiatives and the 

Visiting Program Officer for OER. The program will focus on the imperative of library leadership 

involvement in OER on campuses and will include a panel of University Leaders who can speak to the 

critical advantage of institutions who utilize library expertise.  

 
TIMELINE: 
Spring 2019 or Fall 2019. 

 

 

4. OER Leadership Bootcamp  

 
DESCRIPTION:  

Based on other successful OER leadership programmes, and reusing existing open curriculum 

components where possible, CARL will develop and deliver a Canadian Bootcamp to develop and 

support OER leadership in Canada.  The programme will include a 2- or 3-day immersive experience 

along with pre- and post- activities (flipped/blended approach) that complement the programme, and 

support toward developing and sustaining a national community of practice.  

 

Existing content, such as SPARC’s Open Education Leadership Program 

(https://sparcopen.org/our-work/open-education-leadership-program/curriculum/) will be 

used/adapted for our purposes. Much will be used for pre-reading purposes, so as to maximize 

in-person time on community building, group sharing, and development of Canadian content for 

regional Roadshow events. 

 

Post-Bootcamp, participants will engage in small, team-based capstone projects to contribute to a 

collection of Canadian-specific OER tools and templates, to be housed on the CARL website. 
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Bootcamp Programming Overview (based on a 3-day duration and subject to change): 

 

DAY ONE: focus on igniting passion, building community amongst participants, advocacy strategies 

● Introductions and Group reflection on expectations of the Bootcamp 

● Group Exercises on OER Topics - Expert at the table model (pre-work by table leaders) 

● What does OER leadership look like? Break-out discussions 

● Advocacy strategies and stories about library roles and library success 

● Steps to advocacy; bite-sized advocacy, etc. 

 

DAY TWO: focus on communications, understanding stakeholders, policy development, problematics 

● Focus on communication strategies for various stakeholder groups; institutional differences 

● Activity using communications templates for local context 

● Discussion re: OER policy development, committee development, library roles 

● Challenges and pitfalls; quality and impact 

● Assessment of OER; assessing impact (cost-savings, pedagogical benefits, innovation) 

● (Possibly) half-day of pre-sprint work: identify content for Roadshow curriculum to be developed 

on day three 

 

DAY THREE: sprint event to practice collaborative work; leadership by doing! 

● Organize teams to work on sections of the Roadshow curriculum and use the day to start 

building the content 

● Schedule work plan for completing content development with deadlines 

 
RESPONSIBILITY: 
CARL Visiting Program Officer for OER, with support from the OER Working Group (and possibly a 

subgroup of the working group). 

 
OBJECTIVES:  

● Develop in-depth knowledge of the open education landscape 

● Develop knowledge of open educational resources including types, lifecycles, licensing issues, 

technical and descriptive requirements, etc. 

● Develop skills and strategies for communicating and collaborating with campus partners 

● Develop a catalogue of possible service offerings that can be selectively applied to meet local 

needs and circumstances at differing times in an institution’s path towards open 

● Develop skills and strategies for assessing and articulating the impact of OERs  

 
OUTCOMES: 

● Initial cohort of OER leaders will be able to  

○ facilitate and advance OER adoption across the country 

○ Lead regional/local efforts and act as mentors to others 

● Framework and content for OER for Librarians Roadshow 

● A curated collection of examples, projects, templates, etc. 
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TIMELINE: 
Fall 2019  

 

 

8. Roadshow of  Regional Events “OER for Librarians”  
 

DESCRIPTION:  

Facilitated by OER leaders (including regional leaders whenever possible) who are recruited and trained 

by the VPO and the Working Group, these regional OER for Librarians Roadshow events will be held 

across the country to build understanding, capability and communities of practice.  The Roadshow will 

take the form of a one-day intensive workshop combining a general introduction of the OER landscape 

for those with limited knowledge/exposure in the morning, and a locally defined afternoon session that 

speaks to the common needs and questions of participants in that particular region and advocacy 

strategies. 

 

Morning: 

Overview, benefits, global snapshot & Canadian landscape, discussions re: opportunities and 

challenges 

Afternoon:  

Regionally specific session, e.g. one of the following topics: 

● Getting started with OER on your campus  

● Stakeholder engagement and communication strategies and projects 

● Supporting open projects or publishing on your campus 

● Bringing inspiration and pathways for advancing OER institutional team initiatives 

 
RESPONSIBILITY: 
CARL Visiting Program Officer, with support from the OER Working Group (and sub-group(s)). 

 
OBJECTIVES:  

● Develop librarian knowledge of the open education landscape -  possibilities, challenges, models 

for implementation, etc. 

● Share skills and strategies for communicating and collaborating with campus partners 

● Engage and ignite librarians to become advocates and leaders for OER on their campus 

 
OUTCOMES: 

● Participants are able to communicate with faculty and campus partners about OERs, and have 

tools and templates to help them do so 

● Regional communities of practice are formed around OER advocacy and implementation 

● Participants bring their institutions one step closer to open, no matter their current engagement 

with OER 

 
TIMELINE: 

Spring 2020 
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Budget 
The following are in addition to in-kind services and supports provided by CARL: 

 

OER Working Group No costs anticipated 

Visiting Program Officer Salary to be provided by home institution 

OER Mini-Forum for CARL Directors  Approx. $1,000 (2019 budget) 

OER Community Jumpstart Approx. $500 (2019 budget) 

  Meeting 

OER Leadership Bootcamp Approx. $3000 (2019 budget; some cost recovery to be 

expected) 

Regional OER Librarian Roadshows Approx. $3000 (2020 budget; can be run as primarily 

cost-recovery) 

Communication Strategy Approx. $500 (can be run primarily using existing CARL  

resources) 

 

Timeline 

Late October 2018 Submit proposal to Advancing Research Committee (ARC) for review at 

their in-person meetings (November 7) 

November 2018 Make edits to proposal based on ARC feedback; submit proposal to 

CARL Board for approval 

December 2018 Distribute Calls for VPO and Working Group members 

Late January 2019 Host OER Community Jumpstart Meeting (in conjunction with OLA 

Superconference) 

March 2019 VPO for OER begins work (1-year mandate) 

Working Group begins work 

Spring-Summer 2019 VPO and Working Group develop program for Bootcamp; identify 

facilitators 

Fall 2019 Host Bootcamp 

Winter 2019 VPO, Working Group finalize Roadshow curriculum and materials, 

identify and train facilitators for Roadshow  

Spring 2020 Host Roadshow events (various locations) 

 

 

Note: It is expected that CARL will continue to support OER beyond the period defined above, but that 

these OER offerings will develop iteratively based on ongoing feedback from participants and to adapt to 

the changing national and regional landscapes for OER.  
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 APPENDIX 1: 

Visiting Program Officer for OER – Description of Role (draft) 

 
DESCRIPTION:  

In 2018, CARL identified OER leadership as an important area for capacity building within its institutions. 

As a result of several meetings and discussions, as well as consultation with OER librarian leaders, CARL 

identified a number of activities and programs designed to bolster this emerging area of practice and 

support the development of national leadership in this area. In order to realize this programme of 

initiatives, a Canadian research librarian with expertise in OER will join CARL as Visiting Program Officer 

(VPO) on loan from their home institution for one year, at one day per week (20% of their time). 

 
RESPONSIBILITY: 

In collaboration with CARL’s full-time Program Officer supporting the Advancing Research Committee’s 

initiatives, this role will take a leading role in planning and delivering CARL’s key OER-related efforts. The 

VPO will work closely with the CARL OER Working Group to shape CARL’s slate of OER-related activities 

and communications, and will work with the CARL OER Working Group to plan and deliver these 

activities, including but not limited to the Librarian Bootcamp, the OER Library Roadshow, and 

communication activities related to OER. 

 
REQUIREMENTS:  

● Must be a librarian based at a Canadian post-secondary institution 

● Should have significant experience and expertise in the areas of open education and open 

educational resources, will have project management experience, and will have successfully 

delivered training programs to peers 

● Prior to submitting an application, the librarian should have secured confirmation from his or 

her home institution that it is willing to subsidize the individual for this purpose for the full 

one-year period 

 
TIMELINE: 
This one-year mandate is expected to start in March 2019. 
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 APPENDIX 2:  

OER Working Group – Terms of reference (draft) 

 
INTRODUCTION 

In 2018, CARL identified OER leadership as an important area for capacity building within its institutions. 

As a result of several meetings and discussions, as well as consultation with OER librarian leaders, CARL 

identified a number of activities and programs designed to bolster this emerging area of practice and 

support the development of national leadership in this arena. This working group will offer experienced 

insight towards ensuring ongoing relevance of CARL’s OER activities, and towards creating high-quality 

opportunities for librarians to develop capacity and leadership skills in OER. 

 

MANDATE AND ROLES  

Reporting to the Advancing Research Committee (ARC), the OER Working Group will provide consistent 

and knowledgeable oversight for CARL’s OER initiatives. The responsibilities of the OER Working Group 

also align with CARL Advancing Research Committee’s priorities, in particular with its direction to “Foster 

new knowledge creation and sustainable scholarly communication, including open access, and 

encourage the role of the library in all aspects of publishing (creation, access, dissemination, 

preservation).” The OER Working Group will advance these areas through the activities described below, 

and by offering recommendations on additional activities.  

 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

The OER Working Group will work with the Visiting Program Officer for OER (with support from CARL’s 

Program Officer responsible for Advancing Research Committee initiatives) to set high-level direction 

and strategy for CARL’s OER activities.  
 

Responsibilities of this group will include but not be limited to:  

● communication with CARL’s Advancing Research Committee, 

● development of communication strategy timeline and components, 

● revision and vetting materials put forth by the working group’s subgroups, 

● developing processes and selection criteria, seeking out and selecting facilitators and 

participants, content development and programme delivery for Bootcamp (and potentially other 

activities), 

● initial programme delivery of Roadshow events (in collaboration with Bootcamp graduates). 
 

MEMBERSHIP 

Membership will be made up of a maximum of 12 people representing the wider academic librarian 

community with expertise in OER. Membership selection will favour prior engagement, regional 

representation, and diversity of related experience and expertise. Membership will include at least one 

member of CARL’s Advancing Research Committee. 

 
TIMELINE: 

The OER Working Group will commence in spring 2019 and will disband once its activities have been 

completed, subject to an annual review by the Advancing Research Committee. 
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